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Panel 1
Dates

Honoured by

Testimonials

Baroness Ilora Finlay of Llandaff

1949 -

Dr Hayden Ellis MRCGP

1978-

Dr Ian Coxon

1945-

Dr Philip N. Cowen FRCPATH

1926-2007

Dr Cliff Bucknall FRCP

1956-

Dr Frederik (Frits) Barend Blog MD

1951-2009

Dr Edwin Bickerstaff

1920-2007

Mr Yog Raj Arora FRCS

1932-1988

Dr Samir Alvi MRCGP

1967-

Dr Fulvio Fumi

1921-2002

Dr J.P.W. Hughes TD

1914-1981

Professor John Axford DSc MD FRCP

Read testimonial

Mr James Ellsworth Laing FRCS

1918-1983

Hamish Laing

Read testimonial

Dr Sidney Linton FFPM

1919-2012

Dr Michael Loosemore FFSEM

1961-

Dr Kenneth Arthur Newton FRCP FRCR

1922-

Dr Sheila Panhalkar MRCP FRCPATH

1950-

Mr Alan Pollock FRCS

1921-2006

Professor Wilhelm Konrad Roentgen

1845-1923

Dame Sheila Sherlock FRS

1918-2001

Dr J.J. Smith MB CHB

1921-

Dr Georgina Somerset

1923-

Dr Jayendra G.M. Thakerar MBBS

1945-

The Women’s Hospital Corps

1914-1919

Mr Alexander R. Turtle

1893-1959

Professor Roger Alan Hitchings FRCOPHTH

1942-

Dr Virmati Hitchings

Mr Bernard Williams FRCS

1932-1995

Mrs Susan and Dr Georgina Williams

Dr Frances Lefford PhD MBBS

1934-

Dr Suman Fernando

Mr Brian Lux LDS

Read testimonial

Read testimonial

Margaret and Lydia Simpson

Dr Elizabeth Blanche Butler FRCOG

1924-2010

Dr O.A.N. Husain

Dr Albert Rinsler MRCS

1923-2010

Mr Samuel Rinsler

Professor Richard Sutton DSC

1940-

Jeanne-Marie Arrighi

Sir David Innes Williams FRCS

1919-2013

Mr Martin Williams

Lady Margaret Innes Williams

Mr Martin Williams

Toby Talbot

Mr Richard Jupp

Dr D. Geraint James FRCP

Auriole Davis

Professor Sir Christopher Booth FRCP

1924-2012

Lady Joyce Singleton-Booth

1941-

Mr Neville R.M. Kay FRCS

1934-

Dr Anne Barley-Isaac

Professor Om P. Sharma FRCP

1936-2012

Maggie Sharma

Mr Max H.M. Harrison FRCS

1922-2015

Mrs Suzanne Bloch

Lady Singleton-Booth

Read testimonial

Read testimonial
Read testimonial
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Panel 2
Dates
Mr George Y. Feggetter FRCS

1905-2000

Professor Roger Dyson PhD

1940-2006

Dr Dion A. Daniels PhD

1970-

Dr Omar J. Daniels FRCPSYCH

1943-

Reverend Samuel E. Daniels

1915-1984

Dr Oliver J. Corrado FRCP

1953-

Dr Hector A. Corrado MD

1953-

Professor Samuel I. Cohen MD

1925-2004

Dr William Dean Cheney MD

1918-2008

Mrs Carole Anne Brown

1957-

Mr Roger Brearley ChM

1922-2010

Dr Martin Bourne MSc

1931-2000

Professor Sir Charles F. George KT

1941-

Honoured by

Testimonials

Read testimonial

Dr Phil Brown

Read testimonial

Guy's Hospital
Dr Henry F. Hiscocks OBE

1902-1996

Dr Lewis John Hurwitz FRCP

1926-1971

Dr Gopal Kanjilal FRCPSYCH

1924-

Mr William Niall Alexander Kirkpatrick FRCS

1959-

Dr Aubrey Leatham
Dr Tom Main FRCPSYCH

1911-1990

Dr Desmond Mulcahy FRCP

1930-2007

Dr Nicholas Newton FRCA

1945-

Mr John E. Nixon ChM

1948-

Professor Ray Oliver DSc

1921-1976

Dr S. Venugopal OBE

1933-

Dr H. Renwick Vickers FRCP

1911-1993

Williamson Family: Six generations of medicine
Dr Walter Winterton MD (Vienna)

1909-1992

Dr S. Bernard Cohen MD

1938-2009

Mrs Vivian Glass

Sri Sukhendu Bikash Chowdhury

1916-1976

Mr C.R. Chowdhury

Mrs Ferdinande Johanna Kanjilal

1925-1989

Dr Gopal Kanjilal

Dr Maxwell Caplin OBE FRCP

1917-2011

Jane and Michael Caplin

Read testimonial

Dr Henry Caplin FRCPATH

1911-2001

Jane and Michael Caplin

Read testimonial

Professor Clive I. Bartram FRCR

1943-

Michele Bartram

Professor Timothy J. Crow FMEDSCI

1938-

Dr Julie Crow

Sir John Williams MD

1840-1926

Dr Donald Williams

Mr Simon Edwards SQHP

1958-2018

Mrs Tally Edwards

Dr Geoffrey W. Burton FRCA

1925-2018

Professor Jeremiah Morris FRCP

1910-2009

Professor John Harper FRCPCH

1950-2021

Mr Kenneth Burns OBE FRCVS

1926-2019

Read testimonial
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Panel 1 - Testimonials
Dr Samir Alvi MRCGP
Dr Alvi has been the best GP I have worked with, I have learned so much from him and continue to
do so.
Dr Pardeep Dhillon (2 August 2013)

Dr J.P.W. Hughes TD
I decided to support the Wall of Honour project and to honour J.P.W. Hughes who was my father-inlaw. He was inspirational in supporting my aspirations to enter medicine, and relieved when I qualified, as I was able to carry on a long family tradition of medicine.
Professor John Axford DSc MD FRCP

Mr James Ellsworth Laing FRCS
I wanted to honour my father, Jim Laing who played such a significant and inspirational role in the
treatment and prevention of burns. He was President of the Plastic Surgery Section, something of
which he was very proud.
Hamish Laing

Dr Sheila Panhalkar MRCP FRCPATH
I wish to honour the memory of my late parents Samuel Panhalkar and Flora Panhalkar for giving
me the opportunity for education. My father, an engineer, was a very intelligent and kind man
who anonymously supported several charities. My mother, a housewife, encouraged both me and
my sister in our ambition to become doctors. I always wanted them to be sure I did my best to
make them proud of me.
Sheila Panhalkar MSc MD MRCP FRCPath DTMH (4 November 2010)

Toby Talbot
Mr Talbot’s passion for dentistry is impressive. Providing a gold standard of patient care is his ultimate motivation and his energy and enthusiasm has been inspirational. Mr Talbot always has our
patients best interests at heart and he works tirelessly to ultimately achieve this. Mr Talbot treats
patients as a whole person and not only their teeth. It still amazes me how quickly he gauges a
patients mood and perhaps if they have a medical condition. He has recognised countless medical
conditions over the years that our patients were unaware of or that their GPs have missed. This is
due to the attentive and personal relationship we have with our patients and his impressive medical knowledge.
Sorika Nicolson
Toby Talbot has been my dentist since 2005. I visited him for some complex dental procedures
and was so impressed and pleased with his professional, efficient and knowledgeable treatment
that I transferred my children and myself to his practice immediately. Since then we have had the
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most highly proficient, specialised and excellent treatment by him and we have always felt assured by his professional manner, demeanour and integrity. We have trusted him implicitly with
every procedure that we or our children have received and in every instance he has fully explained
and detailed the procedures, appropriately priced, and delivered the treatment to the highest
standard.
Nicky Minter (25 July 2013)
I have been a regular patient of Toby’s for 20 years. During that 20 years Toby has had a challenge
on his hands. Toby has carried out extensive dental work and I have always felt in safe hands. Toby is
passionate about his profession and is meticulous when carrying out dental procedures. He always
communicates with me during the treatment and makes me feel at ease. I always know I’ll get first
class treatment from Toby with his state of the art dental equipment, confident professional way
and warm smile. His office staff and assistant are friendly, competent and professional too. Nothing
but the best will do.
Sarah Lane (25 July 2013)
I have approximately 4-6 visits a year to Mr Talbot and I trust him, his knowledge, expertise and
honesty, wholeheartedly.
Kay S Johnson (25 July 2013)
Since my first visit I have felt in the most capable of hands, and that Mr Talbot has acted with integrity and care at all junctures. He has always explained the treatment options and we have been able
to discuss pros and cons of each approach. This has given me a reassuring sense of control. I feel
Mr Talbot’s interest in the patients is one of long-term alliance, rather than short-term financial gain.
This respect for patients is an invaluable asset to any clinical practitioner.
Mr Talbot’s pastoral skills are superb, exhibiting sincerity, genuine interest and good humour. The
atmosphere at the clinic exudes safety, experience and trustworthiness. Mr Talbot and his staff team
go above and beyond the expected levels of service, and are available 24 hours a day. The majority
of dentists do not exhibit this type of care or flexibility, and it is a testament to Mr Talbot’s ethos and
professionalism.
Corinne Turnbull (26 July 2013)
I first consulted Mr Toby Talbot at his Bath clinic in July 2007. I went to see him when the loss of my
front tooth seemed imminent. From the outset my treatment was decisive and very professional.
He took enormous care and attention and as a result, I am still in possession of my tooth. I’m not
sure that a dental surgeon of lesser stature would have wanted to be bothered, as there were many
cosmetic solutions to my problem which would have undoubtedly been simpler and less time consuming. This speaks volumes for Mr Talbot’s integrity and I am enormously grateful for the time and
effort he took to save my tooth.
Mr Talbot maintains a lightness of conversation, thereby putting his patients completely at ease.
Patients are often nervous when attending appointments and this ability, combined with the highest
standards of dental care and practice, is something of a gift.
Lady Susan Smith (1 August 2013)
Mr Talbot’s excellent reputation as a dentist was made known to me about 10 years ago by a university colleague, who said “The only dentist you ever need to go to is Toby Talbot in Bath”. Several
years later my family and I moved to Bath and not only have I remained with him but my husband,
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our two grown-up daughters and now our grandchild are his patients too.
Over the past five years in which Mr Talbot has dealt with my dental priorities I can say that his
treatment is excellent and lasting as well as patient and painless. His follow up care is such as I have
never experienced from any dentist before.
Mr Talbot has a very natural style of conversation with his patients and a genuine interest in them,
putting people at ease to the extent that one can sometimes actually emerge from a treatment
session having had an enjoyable time. I invariably leave feeling cheered up and positive about my
dental prospects.
I would say that Mr Talbot’s passion for dentistry is a calling. I find Mr Talbot to be a person of great
generosity of spirit, as a dentist technically brilliant, totally trustworthy and unfailingly kind.
Ruth Mannion Daniels (6 August 2013)

Professor Sir Christopher Booth FRCP
Well done Dad!
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Panel 2 - Testimonials
Dr Hector A. Corrado MD
Hector Corrado was born in Zabbar, Malta in 1924. In 1944 he met his wife-to-be, Josephine.
He graduated from Malta Medical School in 1949, and his studies having been interrupted by a
period of National Service.
Very soon after qualifying as a doctor he decided to follow in the footsteps of his elder brother
Arthur, whom he very much looked up to, and came to the UK to further his experience and
training in Chest Medicine. He arrived in the UK in 1950. Josephine followed a year later, and
they were married in London in 1951 at St. Peter’s church in Clerkenwell Road – the first Italian
church to have been built in London.
Hector worked as a junior doctor in Walton, Liverpool; Morriston Hospital, Swansea; and
Walkergate Hospital, Newcastle. Hector and Josephine ultimately settled in North Wales where
Hector subsequently became a consultant in chest medicine at the C&A Hospital, Bangor, and
then at Ysbyty Gwynedd up to his retirement in 1989.
Hector was passionate about his work. His son Oliver, now a consultant for the elderly in Leeds,
vividly recalls going with his father as a young boy to read x-rays in the mass x-ray caravan
located outside the Bangor library.
Hector was devoted to the welfare of his patients, many of whom looked on him as a friend. He
provided a service to patients with chest problems in North Wales for over 35 years, not only
to the local general hospitals, but also to community hospitals such as Bryn Seiont, Abergele
and Stanley, as well as satellite chest clinics located in the slate-mining areas. It says much for
his strength of character, determination and dedication, that to do this he travelled many miles,
often in adverse weather conditions, without complaint.
As a young medical registrar Oliver stood in for him as a locum to cover his holidays and was
amazed at how Hector was able to provide a service to patients over such a large geographical
area. Hector’s patients loved him and it amused Oliver that when they came to the clinic for
their routine follow-up appointment, they were ready to walk out when they discovered Hector
was away but relented when they saw that Dr Corrado’s son was standing in for him.
Hector was a devoted and loyal husband to Josephine and a loving and inspirational father to his
four children - Oliver, Ivana, Michele and Marie; and grandfather to five grandchildren - Emma,
James, Nick, Mathew and Joanna.
Many people have commented that Hector was a real character, with a good, and at times
mischievous sense of humour. Tough, strong-willed, and single-minded characteristics which
remained with him throughout his life.
As well as the love for his work and family, Hector loved golf, winning many club trophies at
both St Deiniol and Baron Hill golf clubs in North Wales and remarkably scored five holes-inone. He was fluent in Maltese, Italian and English, extremely accomplished at DIY, and was
a talented dancer; much to the annoyance of younger family members he won the Baron Hill
Golf Club disco dance competition at the age of 65! He was fiercely competitive and there was
nothing he enjoyed more than staying at home and beating family members at chess, cards,
scrabble or monopoly. In his retirement he loved to attend social functions such as Probus
lunches, and they kindly made him their sole lifetime Honorary Member.
Sadly, in the year 2000 Hector suffered a stroke which had a major impact on his health and
despite bravely trying to overcome his medical problems, lost this battle in December 2007.
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Regrettably, he was never able to appreciate his grandchildren graduating from university and
college, including one Joanna Corrado, continuing the family tradition of studying medicine
which would have made him extremely proud. Joanna is now a qualified doctor in Manchester
who has travelled to Australia and France with her medical studies.
Dr Oliver Corrado and Michele Corrado, son and daughter (22 September 2010)

Dr Maxwell Caplin OBE FRCP
Uncle Max was always the most caring, kind and compassionate man, both as an uncle and as a
doctor. He was the standard by which I judged every doctor I have met since - and all have come up
short. A truly lovely man.
Stephen Caplin (16 October 2012)
I’ll always remember visiting Max and Nancy whenever I came over to England with my daughter,
and spending time with them in Jerusalem, Israel when they came over. We had very precious time
with them at every meeting and I always felt appreciated and cared for by them both. This increased
over the years. He was consummate at conveying this caring, and a consummate storyteller, sharing
some of his army life with us when we visited. He is much missed by myself and my daughter.
Susan (Shoshana) Caplin (17 October 2012)
On the fifth anniversary of our father’s death in 2016, it would be good to record two of his
grandchildren are now qualified doctors. He would have been so proud of Dr Jack Ross and Dr Ruby
Carrington. It is also wonderful for our family that the new TB clinic at Mile End Hospital, Bancroft
Road, E1 4DG has been named The Max Caplin Clinic.
Sarah and Judy Caplin

Dr Henry Caplin FRCPATH
I knew him not as Dr Henry Caplin, but as Uncle Harry. He was always the most insightful man, with
a mind that would cut through the bluster to reveal the truth of any situation. He was always willing
to share his knowledge, particularly in his chosen field of medicine, which he loved and which he
was able to explain to even a young nephew. A great man.
Stephen Caplin (16 October 2012)
My father Max Caplin would have been so thrilled to have his name inscribed next to his brother
Henry (known in the family as Harry) in this prestigious medical environment, for posterity. He used
to tell us that the only reason he got into the London Hospital to train as a doctor was because he
was Harry Caplin’s brother and Harry had been their most brilliant student. Now their names are
together forever in the atrium of the Royal Society of Medicine. How delighted Dad would be!
Our thanks to Aunt Rose and the trustees of the Jane and Michael Caplin Trust for their generous
contribution to honour Harry and Max and support medical education in this way.
Sarah Caplin (17 October 2012)

Mr Simon Edwards SQHP
Biography
Simon Edwards is considered one of the UK’s leading therapists helping his numerous clients to
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achieve the highest levels of excellence in their professional, social and family lives.
Based in Harley Street, London, he works with many well-known personalities in business,
television, film, theatre and sport. He has earned an enviable reputation amongst his peers for
developing effective, dynamic and measurable techniques for his discerning clients in the UK and
internationally.
Simon has over 18,000 measurable examples of helping his numerous clients to deal with the
pressures of fast moving 21st century living.
He is the creator of the innovative measurement technique MindMeasuring™ for helping his clients
to overcome the restrictions of fears, phobias and common psychosomatic conditions to release
talent, skill and confidence.
Testimonials
We cannot thank Simon enough for all the help he has given to our family over the last twelve years.
At times of crisis, he has always been there for us to give us his calm reassurance and logical advice.
We know that it is down to Simon’s skill, dedication and tenacity that Joseph was able to continue
his education.
Simon was the teacher’s ‘teacher’ and educated them to educate him. He enabled Joseph to remain
in school and achieve a good solid education, when his teachers had almost given up hope. Without
Simons help Joseph’s life could have taken a very different path. He taught Joseph how to understand himself and how others see him too and gave him skills that will last his lifetime.
Simon has been a pillar of strength throughout all these years; a kind, considerate and understanding ear to many, seemingly impossible problems. A councillor and a friend.
Helen, Anthony, Joseph and Caroline Parkin
Simon’s professionalism helped Jane and myself to manage some really difficult times. We were able
to remain optimistic throughout thanks to his wisdom and insightfulness. We both learned from him.
Jane and Charles Millar
When I first met Simon, I had lost all hope. I remember being so scared of my situation and even
more scared of the future. Without any doubt Simon saved me. He made me strong enough to walk
away from a seriously dangerous situation. He gave me back my self-respect. I would not be here
without him. I will be forever grateful and feel extremely lucky to have met him.
Ceri Williams
I genuinely believe you’re one of the most selfless, inspirational and talented people I’ve ever met,
and I’m privileged to say that I got the chance to meet you and get to know you. You’ve spent your
whole life working to help others and you are the best at what you do. I couldn’t thank you enough
for all the times you spent talking to me and even though my situation was something very big to me
you made it seem small and crushed it for me, you allowed me to experience things in my life that I
will cherish forever.
Zac Brin
We’ve never met anyone like Simon, so kind, caring and selfless. A truly unique being, we are richer
for knowing him.
Seema Hill
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You are one of the most special people I know, always putting others first - so selfless! I know I
wouldn’t be married with my three precious babies if it wasn’t for you! You got me through a very
dark time, and I will be forever grateful. You will always hold a very special place in my heart.
Samantha Richards
You changed mine and Luke’s life. I’ll never forget the feeling of having Luke hug me and tell me he
loved me that first time you saw him. You were like a fairy godmother minus the tutu and the wand!
Maxine
You were such a rock to me and helped me with my career so much. I can’t thank you enough for
what you did for making me a better and stronger person. You’ll always have a part in my life as
one of the people who looked out for my best interests, making me a better person on and off the
football pitch. I cannot honestly thank you enough for what you have done for me.
Samir Carruthers

Mrs Carole Anne Brown
On the day my son was born I decided that I wanted to read medicine. I was 26 and had a good
career developing in environmental health. Most wives would have been dismissive and that would
have been the end of it, but Carole was full of encouragement.
It was a long and sometimes difficult road, we had two small children and a mortgage to pay, but in
1998 I qualified from the Royal Free Hospital School of Medicine and I am now a GP Principal and
Emergency Physician. Carole’s support has never wavered and she is still there by my side.
Every life I have saved and every patient I have helped is as much down to her as it is to me. She is
one in a million!
Dr Phil Brown

